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NOVEMBER NEWSLETTER 2019
FROM THE PRESIDENT:
The vegetative devastation following Humberto’s unwelcome visit was quite extraordinary. It was
surprising that numerous cedars, survivors of many hurricanes, were badly battered, branches ripped
off or trees uprooted. Other trees and vegetation suffered similarly. Our avocado tree was shredded,
many other plants defoliated. Discussion followed as to why this hurricane caused such a problem.
Various thoughts included the occurrence of many mini twisters; trees were heavy being in full leaf; no
rain accompanying the storm. Worrying to think this might become the norm with changing climate
patterns and rising sea temperatures. Many thanks to Parks personnel, (Government and
Corporations), W&E, and the Regiment for getting something like normalcy restored quite quickly.
I was somewhat wryly amused to notice that amongst all the stripped and broken trees and plants, the
small, ‘weed’, purslane (Portulaca oleracea), survived totally unscathed! It was interesting to see
which plants were first to start putting out leaves again – in my garden Vitex agnus-castus, or Chastetree was the first, closely followed by the Citrofortunella mitis, Calamansi (also known as calamondin
or Philippine lime). Bird peppers rapidly recovered. Peach trees responded by coming into flower!
What did you notice in your garden?

Activities
A busy couple of months for the BBS. Humberto caused enough damage to the QEII Park that the
planned guided walk had to be postponed – hopefully will occur some time in the early part of 2020.
The plant sale, in its new location, was quite a success! – more on that from Marlie.
An interesting and very informative presentation by Kuni Frith on her visit to the beautiful Vogel Herb
Farm in Switzerland was enjoyed. What amazing gardens varieties nestled high in the majestic Alps,
overflowing with herbs, many familiar and equally many unfamiliar! Questions and discussion
continued over refreshments. Kuni is a veritable mine of information on all things herbal. It would be
wonderful to have a fully developed herb garden at the Bermuda Botanical Gardens, showcasing the
many herbs used in Bermuda’s traditional folk medicine which, as Kuni pointed out, draws from a
broad range of cultures.
The following Saturday saw members at the Botanical Gardens learning about the trees and shrubs
which support our native and migratory birds. Led by Lisa Greene and Erich Hetzel (Bermuda
Audubon Society), the walk was informative, interesting and engaging. Who (other than avid birders)
knew that in the past month alone, 125 species of migratory birds were noted! That catbirds
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migrate! The red seeds of the Magnolia grandiflora are important to birds, as is the mulberry, along
with most of Bermuda’s endemic/native plants, with which ‘our’ birds developed relationships
depending upon them for food and shelter. Plants that attract insects should not be neglected either,
as these also provide food for birds.

Jennifer Flood
President

If you’re interested in learning how to make your garden more bird and wildlife friendly and support
local and international conservation efforts, visit the Society’s web page or email or call Lisa Greene:
elgreenebda@icloud.com, 297-1804. On the website you’ll find an article “Attracting Birds” and a list of
plants that support birds. The list is a work in progress so, if you have any comments, please contact
Lisa. Remember – it’s easy to make your garden more bird friendly and it doesn’t need to be
overwhelming. Just START! Start with one thing – and when you’re ready, do another. And don’t forget
to encourage your friends and neighbours to do the same. The birds will thank you!
https://bermudabotanicalsociety.org/
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Spiced Sorrel – A Christmas-time favorite!

by Frank Ramlal

Throughout the Caribbean and especially in Trinidad and
Tobago, the sip of the Christmas season comes in a holiday
appropriate shade of ruby red – Sorrel. Sorrel drink is a
sweet, cinnamon-spiced drink which gets its deep red
shade from the flowers of the Sorrel plant (Roselle plant,
flor de Jamaica or Hibiscus plant), a species of tropical
hibiscus plant used to make it. Different islands give sorrel
their own spin, varying the spices and other ingredients with
some even adding ginger beer to the mix.
In the Caribbean, sorrel became a Christmas-time tradition in part because the roselle hibiscus
plant used to be available only during that time of year. These days, however, the plant is cultivated
and dried, so it is available all year-round, and sorrel is bottled and sold commercially.
There are many health benefits from consuming sorrel drink which includes lowering of high blood
pressure; it helps protect you from cold and flu as it is high in vitamin C, it also contains magnesium,
calcium, potassium and it is refreshingly good. (http://www.jamaicaobserver.com/all-woman/thehealth-benefits-of-sorrel_152731?profile=1253)
The Caribbean Christmas-time sorrel has been gaining a foothold in Bermuda over the last several
years, when large numbers of Caribbean nationals began arriving.

PASSIFLORA – text & photos by George Peterich
There are quite a few different species of passion flowers in the world, even a stinking one, Passiflora
foetida. I write about the three of them that I have recently seen in Bermuda, but there are definitely
more to been seen, mostly ornamentals, I must add.
The first here is the very small plant that is locally called the Inkberry. It is recognizable by its tiny
flowers, about half an inch across, a mini version of what everybody may have seen in gardens. The
plant has small berries, a third of an inch long, that start out bright green, but turn black when ripe. It is
said the sap has been used as ink, but not all that is said, nor written, is true. Similarly, I found
somewhere on the internet that the berries are edible, and probably that’s is also not true. Another
myth is that the plant is “ good for Hummingbirds”. I could not find the name inkberry on the Internet,
but there are many others. This takes us to the scientiic name, Passiflora suberosa . Suberosa means
corky or cork-like, and I have not see a sign of hard, corky stems on the little plants. But it seems that
elsewhere they grow bigger and then become somewhat corky. The Inkberry is supposed to be native.
Not native is its cousin, Passiflora morifolia. This lovely plant is known as being invasive, but we have
to take that with a grain of salt. Perhaps it is invasive, but it does not spread so easily, and there may
well be one or more parishes in Bermuda where it has not been found yet. The flowers are beautiful,
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an inch and a half across (PHOTO) and so are the fruits. They start off a soft sea-green and turn
purple later. Here again it is claimed that they are edible, but perhaps only for the birds, although I
have seen no sign of that. As to the scientific name Passiflora morifolia, I found that very strange,
because it means “with leaves like a Mulberry”, and the leaves are totally unlike those on my own
mulberry tree. But I found that there is a black, a white and a red mulberry. It is the red one that has
the similar leaves. (We have the black one because the fruit is so good to eat.)

The red seeds of P. morifolia are very attractive to birds.

Passiflora number three is the famous Maracujá from Brazil. It is the Passiflora edulis, and it is very
edible, indeed I would say succulent! It takes patience before you can enjoy the fruits. They start off
shiny green and get the size of tennis balls. Then gradually they turn somewhat mauve. Then they
become quite wrinkled.
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Only then can one can eat them. You can cut them open and spoon out the delicious orange pulp, or
just suck it out. The pulp is full of seeds but you don’t have to mind as long as you do not chew them.
It makes me think of the real purpose of a fruit, namely the propagation of the plant, and how many
wonderful solutions, coordinated with the animal world, have evolved in nature.
Some more notes about the fruits of Passionflowers. No matter what size, because of their nature,
they are called berries, that’s is by definition.The fruits of P. suberosa and P. morifolia are not round,
as is the P. edulis. Their cross section is round over the width and elliptical over the length. I have not
found a word for this geometrical form.
Ed. note: I have seen corky stems on inkberry in Florida and almost didn’t recognize it as the same
passionflower I know from Bermuda.
Ed. note: Passiflora morifolia has certainly naturalized in Bermuda and there are areas of Warwick
parish where it is grows through and over hedges. It is being reported more and more from other areas
of the island since the fruit are eaten by birds who then spread the seed. An eye needs to be kept on
this plant and I would be wary of having it in my garden.

TRIVIUM

no. 24 — text and photo by George Peterich

TRADITION
It seems to be a local tradition in Bermuda: before a building is demolished, vegetation takes over.
The Canadian Hotel in Reed Street is a case in point. The building was not in use for years. A ficus
tree started growing somewhere on its façade. Slowly a long bushy root came into view. It seemed to
grow down from the rear end of a decorative stone lion, and eventually it reached at least 15 feet and
it looked like a giant tail.
It is all gone now. I could never take a satisfactory picture because the lion was high up on the
building.
But I do have a picture of
something very similar. The
tree on top of the Arcade
Building on Burnaby Street
definitely signals that the
building has to disappear.
So very unlike the tradition
where the builders put a
small tree on a building
when the highest point has
been reached!

(PHOTO 26 AUGUST 2019)
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Plant Sale – by Marlie Powell, Plant Sale Manager
Windybank Farm, October 12, 2019
We had a lovely, sunny day at the weekly farm
market for our Fall Plant Sale. With a smaller venue
and fewer dedicated volunteers than in past years,
this event was a terrific success—nearly all the
plants sold during the few hours of the Saturday
morning market, raising over $1,200!
Growers contributed a good variety of indoor and
outdoor plants including delightful mini gardens in
repurposed porcelain teacups, ceramic and terra
cotta pots; fruit trees; ferns; vines; shrubs; herbs;
saplings; and roses.
Julie and Malcolm Smith set up a table and canopy for us at the entrance to their vegetable market.
They kindly set aside the cut flowers and seedlings they normally sell and allowed us to use benches
and baskets for our wares. We displayed the Cotton, Hibiscus and Olivewood pots on the staircase
framing the market entrance, with the gorgeous Rangoon vines and Hoyas cascading over the
stairway wall.
Intrepid farm market patrons were surprised and delighted to also shop the plant sale but many
customers, responding to our Facebook and Bernews notices, were glad to discover the Windybank
Farm market. The Smiths were very pleased to host us and have invited us to come back. Perhaps
we should start planning for our Spring Plant Sale
Thank you to all the
growers for providing
beautiful, healthy, well
established plants; to
the volunteers who
sorted, priced,
delivered and sold the
plants; and a special
thank you to our
President, Jennifer, for
her support on all
aspects, start to finish.
You all made this a
pleasure.
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Do you know this plant? Or perhaps what family it is in? – by Lisa Greene
I had a call from someone asking me if could identify the plant outside the northeast corner of
Daylesford Theatre in Hamilton. I was happy to try, but not getting to Hamilton very often, and usually
having a long list of things to accomplish when I do get there, it took me a while to get over to
Daylesford for a look. In fact, the first look I had was as I drove by in the car and all I registered was
red “flowers”. I did not recognize it from that quick glance. Months later, I happened past Daylesford on
foot only to be halted in my tracks at the northeast corner where a flash of red triggered my memory.
There was the mystery plant with its red “flowers”.
After a closer look, I realized that the
red flowers were, in fact, bracts and
that the plant was in the Euphorbia
family and related to poinsettia,
spurges and others.

Photo by L. Greene

Never having seen this plant before,
I did a search on the internet and
discovered that it is Euphorbia
punicea, commonly known as
Jamaican poinsettia.
According to the Encyclopedia of
Life, it grows as a bush or tree 10 –
16’ tall, and sometimes much taller.
The false flower is in fact a cyathium
surrounded by the large colourful
bracts.”

Follow-up:
In the Feb. 2019 newsletter, there was the question about the ID of the very tall palm at St. Marks
Church: Is it, or is it not: Pritchardia pacifica, the Fiji fan palm? St. Mark’s Church Fan Palm – The ID
was confirmed as Fiji fan palm by George Ogden, former Horticulturalist for the Corporation of
Hamilton and author of an extensive list of palms found in Bermuda.
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Kirstenbosch National Botanical Garden

- text & photos by Lisa Greene

This spring I had the good fortune to visit the world-renowned Kirstenbosch National Botanical
Garden, Cape Town, South Africa. What a fantastic day that was!
The land now occupied by the
Kirstenbosch Gardens was
bequeathed to the Nation by Cecil
Rhodes, who died in 1902. On 1
July 1913, the area was set aside
as a botanical garden by the
government of the Colony, with an
annual budget of £1,000. Today
the gardens encompass 1,330
acres at the base of the eastern
side of Table Mountain.

My friend and I went on a guided tour - led by a volunteer - and were amazed and dazzled by the
plants, birds and scenery that we saw. To me the most amazing thing was that The collection is
primarily made up of plants from the African continent. I was also surprised at how many of the plants I
was familiar with because we grow them as ornamentals in Bermuda!
In the words of Wikipedia: “Kirstenbosch places a strong emphasis on the cultivation of
indiginousplants. When Kirstenbosch was founded in 1913 to preserve the flora native to the South
Africa’s territory, it was the first botanical garden in the world with this ethos, at a time when invasive
species were not considered an ecological and environmental problem. … Outdoors, the focus is on
plants native to the Cape region, highlighted by the spectacular collections of proteas.”
In the conservatory, I encountered my first
baobab tree which was a thrill, to say the
least! Later on in my trip, I was to travel
through baobab country. Everywhere I
looked, there was an amazing boabab –
each more stunning than the other, it
seemed!
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The collections of note that we saw
on the tour were the aloe collection
(with the added attraction of the
many sunbirds feeding on the
flowers), the euphorbia collection,
heather collection, the cycads,
pelargonium and the proteas!
Absolutely amazing.
Another wonderful aspect of the
garden was the suspended walk
through the tree canopy where we
(along with lots of other excited
people) got to see an owl roosting
just a few feet from the path!

Nelson Mandella bird of paradise – Strelitzia regina
‘Mandela’s Gold’ Kirstenbosch’s prized yellow strelitzia
named in honour of President Mandela. It is an unusual
golden colour form of the normally orange species and it took
the Botanical Gardens nearly 20 years of selecting and
careful cross-pollinating to develop.

Below: The famous Camphor Avenue was planted in 1898.
One of the few plantings not indiginous to Africa. Camphor is
native to China. Compare these large trees to the specimens
in our Botanical Gardens.
Indiginous plants that I
noted in South Africa and
Zimbabwe
African Tulip tree – Spathodea
campanulata
Kalanchoe sp.
Jade plants (Crassula) and
Portulacaria
Oxalis sp.
Cassia sp.(w/ baboons feasting
on the fruit)
Cape Honeysuckle –
Tecomeria capensis
Kei apple – Dovyalis caffra
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Plants and People – by Jennifer Flood
An aspect of plants that I really enjoy is their relationship with humans – many of Bermuda’s plants
were introduced in the hopes that they would be economically useful. Some of the natives were quickly
put to use by those shipwrecked here or by the early settlers, Capsicum baccatum – Bird Pepper,
being one of them. The first recorded comment was in 1612 when Silvanus Jourdan says ‘In some of
our islands there grows Pepper but not so good as our Indian pepper.’ (Perhaps the makers of Bda
Sherry Peppers would disagree?) ‘Red Pepper’ was sent off to Virginia in the chest of presents in
1612 and rents were paid in pepper as well as other crops. And in 1829 Miss Suzette Lloyd noted
them growing under cultivation on a hillside near Somerset. (Source Bermuda Her Plants & Gardens,
Jill Collett.)

Calendar of Activities — mark the dates in your calendar
Somerset Long Bay & Pitman’s Pond
Sunday, November 17th , 2 pm (NOTE early start time) a guided walk around the small national park
and the Bermuda Audubon Society’s restored Pitman’s Pond, a reconstructed brackish pond which
attracts both resident and migratory waterfowl and is surrounded by many endemic/native plants.
Please reserve your spot by emailing botanicalsociety@gmail.com
Members: $5.00, non-members $10.00

BBS AGM Sunday November 24th, 3 pm Horticultural Hall, Botanical Gardens.
Please join us for a look at the year in review and the exciting initiatives ahead. New members for the
committee would be most welcome. Email bdabotanicalsociety@gmail.com if you are interested or
would like more information.
Sunday, December 8th: Annual BBS Christmas Party – 3.30 at Woodlands in Paget.

For any of the tours please reserve your space by emailing bdabotanicalsociety@gmail.com
Members $5.00, non-member $10.00

Other environmental groups’ activities include:
Bermuda College Eco Club present: Generation Zapped – the invisible hazards of wireless
technology, Wed. Nov 13, 7 pm Bda College Auditorium - free
BEST/Bermuda College present ECO LUNCH & LEARN: BIODIVERSITY Thursday, 28th November, 1
pm Hallett Hall – free
And don’t forget the FridaysforFuture Global Climate Strike on Friday November 29th, 4 pm
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Other items:
Membership
Membership fees were due in August, and can be renewed online at bermudabotanicalsociety.org.
For those who don’t have online banking, cheques may be sent to:
BBS, PO Box 2116 Hamilton HM JX
Seniors $5.00, Regular $10.00, Family $20.00 Thanks to those who have already responded.
The process of sorting out the BBS lists of members will be taking place, with those not heard from for
the past several years to be archived. Please be sure to advise of change of email or physical
address, and that your membership is up-to-date, thanks.

Get Involved! — Volunteer opportunities
•

Bermuda Botanical Gardens Tour Guide: Can you give a couple of hours a month?
This is a great opportunity to learn more about the plants in the Gardens and meet the visitors
from various parts of the world – including Bermuda. Tours are held on Tuesdays,
Wednesdays and Fridays beginning 10.30 am. Generally last for one hour.
Email
bdabotanicalsociety@gmail.com

•

BBS Committee Member, additional members welcome –

meetings take place

5/6 times a year.
•

Also looking for people willing to join various

ad hoc committees which would be formed

for a specific purpose, and therefore in place for a limited time frame. eg. BBS Display at the
2020 Agricultural Exhibition; BBS Sponsorship Committee; BBS Plant Sale

Questions, suggestions, comments - anything botanically related or about the activities of the Society
are always welcome. bdabotanicalsociety@gmail.com

Follow us on Facebook at www.facebook.com-Bermuda-Botanical-Society
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